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The Mint booth at the
Melbourne ANDA show.

Dear Collector
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Eleni Mylonas receiving the Most
Popular Collectible Design Award.

Overall Best Design award winner
Bronwyn King.

Mint staff at Solomon Islands
coin launch.

High Commissioner of Solomon Islands His Excellency Beraki Jino takes
a close up look at one of the new silver proof Solomon Islands coins.

Photo credit Darren Burgess

Spring has arrived, and with it, the
excitement of a new product calendar.
This year we have approached the
announcement of highlights in our 2013
product range in an entirely new way with
the production of our very own ‘Show our
Hand’ novelty playing cards. You can find
more details in Off the Presses on page 30
of this Mint Issue.
Winter was a busy season for the Mint,
with a range of events being held to
celebrate the various achievements made
across the organisation. In March, we
held a Coining Ceremony for the Solomon
Islands, to celebrate the production of
their new circulating coinage, which was
well attended by high commissioners and
ambassadors of various countries as well
as representatives from the Central Bank
of Solomon Islands. In July, I was honoured
to attend the official launch of the
Solomon Islands' new coins in Honiara and
watched as the country began swapping
their old coins for new ones at their local
bank branch.
An awards ceremony for the Canberra
Institute of Technology Collaborative
Commemorative Coin Design Awards was
held on 24 July, the culmination of a joint
venture between the Royal Australian
Mint and Canberra Institute of Technology
which saw fifty student coin designs on

display to the public in our gallery.
The awards ceremony concluded with the
Best Overall Coin Design being awarded
to Bronwyn King, for her collectible
numismatic coin design celebrating the
centenary of the Red Cross. Other awards
included the People’s Choice Circulating
Coin Design, which was awarded to Emma
Butz whose design celebrated the 2013
Year of the Snake, and the People’s Choice
Collectible Numismatic Coin Design,
awarded to Eleni Mylonas for her coin
design which celebrated Lego.
Our Facebook site has been abuzz with
competitions and coin design feedback.
To the left you can see our lucky ‘liker’
Darren Burgess’ prize winning photo of our
Mint booth at Melbourne ANDA show. We
will be utilising our Facebook page even
more in the future to get feedback from
collectors and to give you the opportunity
to win even more prizes, so if you want
to be involved make sure you ‘like’ our
Facebook page.
Happy Collecting

Ross MacDiarmid
Chief Executive Officer
Royal Australian Mint

2013 20TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE

KANGAROO
SERIES
In 2013, we celebrate 20 years of our iconic Kangaroo
Series by harkening back to the original coin designed
by Horst Hahne and released in 1993.
The kangaroo first appeared on Australia’s coins in
1938 on the half penny and penny, and this design was
used until 1964. In 1984, the kangaroo returned to our
currency on the Stuart Devlin designed $1 coin.
The Royal Australian Mint’s Kangaroo Series was
launched to celebrate one of the most recognisable
icons of Australia. The series has seen multiple
interpretations of the kangaroo, including traditional
Indigenous designs to more contemporary
representations.

210167

These 20th anniversary coins feature the
commemorative Horst Hahne kangaroo design on
the reverse, with the effigy of Her Majesty Queen
Elizabeth II, as designed by Ian Rank-Broadley,
on the obverse. Both coins are presented with an
accompanying numbered Certificate of Authenticity.

2013 $100 Gold Proof Coin
This very special commemorative coin has a very low
mintage of only 500 coins.
Price:

$2600.00

210167

Nominal Specifications: $100 | Au 99.99% | 1 oz | 38.74 mm | proof | 500 | H. Hahne
210165

2013 $1 Silver Proof Coin
Price: $100.00 210165
Nominal Specifications: $1 | Ag 99.9% | 1 oz | 40.00 mm | proof | 5000 | H. Hahne
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2012 $5 silver proof COLOUR PRINTED domed coin
The Crux Constellation, otherwise known as the Southern Cross, is among the smallest and brightest
of the eighty eight modern constellations. One of the most visible features of the Southern Sky,
its famous shape now features on Australia’s first domed coin, crafted by the Royal Australian Mint.
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2012 Southern Sky – Crux
2012 $5 Silver Proof
Colour Printed Domed Coin
The Crux constellation, otherwise known as the
Southern Cross, is one of the smallest and brightest
of the eighty eight modern constellations. One of the
most visible features of the southern night sky, its
name is the Latin word for cross as it is predominately
a cross-shaped cluster. Its famous shape now adorns
Australia’s first domed coin, crafted by the Royal
Australian Mint.
This beautiful $5 coin acknowledges the significance
of the Crux constellation, an image that is present on
the flags of Australia, Brazil, New Zealand, Papua New
Guinea and Samoa. It also played a crucial role as the
symbol of the Eureka rebellion and consequent Battle
of the Eureka Stockade.

310168

For centuries, this constellation has served as a
navigational beacon for sailors of the southern seas,
and is one of the easiest to identify in the night sky.
This innovative dome-shaped coin is packaged in
a presentation tin. The insert for the case has been
designed in such a way that the coin can be presented
standing upright for all to see.
Price:

$110.00

310168

Nominal Specifications: $5 | Ag 99.9% | 1 oz | 39.62 mm | colour printed proof | 10 000 | A. Baggio
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In 2013 we look back at the first encounters between European explorers
and these unique animals. How did they portray these animals to incredulous
audiences back in Europe? The first release of the Explorers’ First Sightings
theme celebrates George Stubbs’ 1773 impression of a kangaroo.

Kangaroo Series
2013

EXPLORERS’ FIRST SIGHTINGS

George Stubbs
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2013 Kangaroo Series –
Explorers’ First Sightings
Stubbs’ portrait is one of the first non-indigenous artist
impressions of the kangaroo. Botanist Joseph Banks
brought a specimen of the unusual creature back to
England after the HMS Endeavour’s first Pacific voyage,
and commissioned Stubbs to paint its likeness.

210105

The kangaroo has remained an object of fascination to
all visitors to Australia, and has become synonymous
with our great land.
These coins, bearing the iconic Stubbs' portrait, will be
available in three varieties. Given the popularity of this
series, you need to be quick to secure them for your
collection! As the $10 gold proof mintage is only 1500,
there is a limit of two per customer.

2013 $10 Gold Proof Coin
Price: $360.00 210105
Nominal Specifications: $10 | Au 99.99% | 1/10 oz | 17.53 mm | proof | 1500 | A. Baggio

210103

2013 $1 Silver Proof Coin
Price: $100.00 210103
Nominal Specifications: $1 | Ag 99.9% | 1 oz | 40.00 mm | proof | 20 000 | A. Baggio

2013 $1 Silver Frosted Uncirculated Coin
Price: $80.00
310155
Nominal Specifications: $1 | Ag 99.9% | 1 oz | 40.00 mm | frosted uncirculated | 20 000 | A. Baggio

310155
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2013 50c Uncirculated Coin
With around 2.5 million recreational surfers taking
advantage of Australia’s vast coastline, surfing can truly
be called a national pastime. Thrust into popularity by
Hawaiian Duke Kahanamoku in 1914, surfing became
the realm of the young and adventurous. Recent
generations have seen it become a serious professional
sport and cultural icon.
Accompanying surfing’s rise to prominence was Surfing
Australia, established fifty years ago to guide and
promote the development of Australian surfing. Since
then the organisation has represented the sport locally
and internationally through surf schools, development
programs, camps, coaching and sponsorships.
This commemorative 50c coin is housed in innovative,
self-supporting packaging and is a colourful creation
that will brighten up any collection.
Price:

$9.00

310204

Nominal Specifications: 50c | CuNi | 15.55 g | 31.51 mm | uncirculated | unlimited | A. Stokic

310204
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50 YEARS OF THE BATHURST ENDURANCE RACE
2013 50c Uncirculated Coin
For 50 years we have watched the thrills and spills of
the big race around Mount Panorama. Now the most
anticipated race on the V8 racing calendar, some of
Australia’s greatest motor racing battles have been
waged on the mountain at Bathurst.
When Bathurst Mayor Martin Griffin opened the Mount
Panorama Scenic Drive in 1938, he could only imagine
that the 6.2 kilometre stretch would one day become
Australia’s most famous raceway.
Bathurst’s endurance racing history began with the
Armstrong 500 in the early 1960s. This 500 mile race
underwent many modifications, the most significant
being its change to 1000 kilometres in 1973, alongside
the introduction of the metric system.
Now part of the V8 Supercar Championship Series,
the Bathurst 1000 represents the beating heart of
motorsport for Australian fans, who often set up camp
onsite more than a week in advance!
This 50c coin is presented in a card containing facts
and figures about the big race.
Price:

$9.00

310133

Nominal Specifications: 50c | CuNi | 15.55 g | 31.51 mm | uncirculated | unlimited | D. Neale

310133
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Bindi AUSTRALIAN
SALTWATER
CROCODILES

310206

2013 $1 Silver Frosted
Uncirculated Coin
This fine silver coin is the first of two designs for
2013, which have been produced in partnership with
Australia Zoo. The coin features an artistic impression
of Bindi, a saltwater crocodile who lives at Australia
Zoo. Bindi was conservationist Steve Irwin’s favourite
crocodile and his daughter’s namesake.
Price:

$80.00

310206

Nominal Specifications: $1 | 1 oz | 40.00 mm | frosted uncirculated | 10 000 | A. Baggio

2012 Lunar Year of the

Dragon
410041

2013 50c Uncirculated
Tetra-decagon Coin
The Royal Australian Mint is proud to release Australia’s
first fourteen sided coin, an innovative achievement
made even more auspicious as the beginning of a
new international lunar series with the most powerful
animal of the calendar – the dragon.
Price:

$10.00

410041

Nominal Specifications: 50c | CuNi | 15.55 g | 31.51 mm | uncirculated | unlimited | A. Vorodeyev
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THE

Australian

Ballet
2012 50th Anniversary
of The Australian Ballet
The Australian Ballet first performed in 1962.
Fifty years on, the company presents over 200
performances annually, showcasing a culturally rich
Australian institution and successfully bringing the
art of ballet to many thousands of people globally.
The Australian Ballet continues to bring cherished
classics and ground-breaking new works to an
international audience. Their versatility and
technical excellence are world renowned.
This coin presents a quintessential image of a
performance by The Australian Ballet. The silver
proof coin is presented in an embellished box with
a Certificate of Authenticity, while the uncirculated
coin is presented in a ballet-themed card.

2012 50c Silver Proof Coin
Price: $80.00 210116
Nominal Specifications: 50c | Ag 99.9% | 18.24 g | 31.51 mm | proof | 5000 | A. Baggio

2012 50c Uncirculated Coin
Price: $9.00 310171
Nominal Specifications: 50c | CuNi | 15.55 g | 31.51 mm | uncirculated | unlimited | A. Baggio

310171

210116
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solomon
islands
2012 Fine Silver Proof Set
A momentous change took place in the Solomon
Islands in July this year and for the first time in
35 years, Solomon Islanders have a set of five
attractive new circulating coins.
To celebrate this significant event, the Royal Australian
Mint has produced a stunning set in 99.9% silver that
perfectly captures the fine details of these exquisite
designs.
Each coin reflects a vibrant Solomon Islands, one that is
proud of its culture and heritage: the sea spirit on the
10c; the pendant design on the 20c; the eagle gracing
the 50c; the symbolic Nguzu Nguzu on the $1; and a
new design; the Bokolo, features on the $2 coin.
The five coin fine silver set is handsomely housed in a
leatherette case with themed outer packaging in the
vibrant colours of the Pacific Islands. Each set includes
a Certificate of Authenticity.
Price:

510182

$242.00

Nominal Specifications:
10c | Ag 99.9% | 17.00 mm
20c | Ag 99.9% | 19.00 mm
50c | Ag 99.9% | 21.00 mm
$1 | Ag 99.9% | 21.14 mm
$2 | Ag 99.9% | 10.30 mm

|
|
|
|
|

510182

2.90 g |
3.52 g |
4.64 g |
7.70 g |
24.70 g |

proof
proof
proof
proof
proof

|
|
|
|
|

1500
1500
1500
1500
1500

Central Bank of Solomon Islands
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Sir Douglas Mawson
2012 Inspirational Australians
2012 $1 Uncirculated Coin
The Royal Australian Mint’s Inspirational Australians
series commemorates people who have made an
extraordinary contribution to our nation, and in 2012
the series celebrates the life of Sir Douglas Mawson.
Mawson is well known for his pioneering Antarctic
exploration and study, particularly for leading the
Australasian Antarctic Expedition in 1911. This was the
most famous undertaking by the explorer, scientist,
geologist and university professor. This coin depicts Sir
Douglas Mawson amid a map of the Antarctic territory,
as a celebration of his scientific and geological studies
within the area. He was knighted in 1914 for his
achievements, and with the outbreak of WWI served
in the British Ministry of Munitions. On his return to
Australia after the war he pursued his studies, with the
inclusion of further expeditions, over several years, to
the Antarctic.
Although he made many achievements throughout his
lifetime, it is the depicted image on this coin that will
remain as his legacy. Sir Douglas Mawson will always
be remembered as one of Australia’s, and indeed the
world’s, foremost scientific explorers.
Price:

$13.50

310139

Nominal Specifications: $1 | AlBr | 9.00 g | 25.00 mm | uncirculated | unlimited | W. Pietranik
310139
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2011 Convict Heritage Sites
Six Coin Gold Proof Collection
We are proud to announce that we won second prize
at the recent Mint Directors Conference in Vienna for
our 2011 Convict Heritage Sites Six Coin Gold Proof
Collection set. This is an award voted and decided upon
by mints worldwide.

210026

The set consists of six $5 gold proof coins, each
depicting a significant Australian convict site, all part of
a rare “group nomination” that is now on the UNESCO
World Heritage List. The set is accompanied by an
informative historical booklet about these protected
sites. A stamp sheet and Collectors’ Compendium is also
included in this award winning set.
Hyde Park Barracks
Port Arthur Historic Site
Fremantle Prison
Cascades Female Factory
Old Government House
Coal Mines Historic Site
Price:

$720.00

210026

Nominal Specifications: 6 x $5 | Au 99.99% | 1/25 oz | 14 mm | proof | 3000 | W. Pietranik
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2012 GOLD
PROOF YEAR SET
Australian Miniature Money
The images featured on Australia’s first decimal coins
are as familiar to Australians as they are intriguing and
world renowned.
This coin set features the 1c, 2c, 5c, 10c, 20c, round
50c, $1 and $2 coins at all the same size and in one
collection. This collection is unique as these are some
of the smallest coins we have ever made at the
Royal Australian Mint. Struck in 99.99% gold, these
designs created by Stuart Devlin and Horst Hahne
beautifully highlight our unique Australian currency.
This unique eight coin set is presented in a wooden
case with each of the coins individually removable
from the case.
This set is a highly affordable way to acquire a full set
of Australia’s circulating coin designs in gold, with its
uniqueness being an important part of this collection.
Price:

$590.00

11.15 mm

11.15 mm

Actual Size

210114		

Nominal Specifications:
1c, 2c, 5c, 10c, 20c, 50c, $1, $2 | Au 99.99% | 0.5 g | 11.15 mm | proof | 2000 | S. Devlin/H. Hahne

210114
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70th anniversary of the
Kokoda Trail

2012 50c Uncirculated Coin
2012 marks 70 years since the Kokoda campaign took
place. During this campaign, a series of violent conflicts
occurred along the notorious Kokoda Trail from July
to November 1942. While the Gallipoli campaign of
World War One was Australia’s first military test as a
new nation, the fighting during the Kokoda campaign
represents the first time in the nation’s history that its
security was directly threatened.
As a tribute to this period, the Royal Australian Mint
has released a commemorative uncirculated 50c piece.
This design has been inspired by the Isurava Memorial,
which sits at the site of one of several battles fought
by Australian troops. The memorial features four
Australian black granite pillars, each representing a
defining ANZAC quality—Courage, Endurance, Mateship
and Sacrifice.
Price:
310137

$9.00

310137

Nominal Specifications: 50c | CuNi | 15.55 g | 31.51 mm | uncirculated | unlimited | W. Pietranik
Left and right page: Image of Isurava Memorial courtesy of Charlie Lynn, Adventure Kokoda.

COURAGE
ENDURANCE
MATESHIP
SACRIFICE
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2012 SHORES UNDER SIEGE
BOMBING OF AUSTRALIA 1942
2012 20c and 50c Uncirculated Set
This commemorative set has remained extremely
popular since its release in February.
Creatively presented in packaging indicative of a
wartime telegraph, each coin is contained in its own
card which contains information about the war at
home and its impact on Australian society.
One 20c coin shows an air raid shelter with civilians
awaiting entry, while the other 20c coin shows the
silhouette of a lone sentry, keeping watch on a gun
turret, looking out to sea.
The 50c coin shows a map of Australia, with impact
zones illustrating the various points of attack in 1942.
The design makes it easy to see just how much of
our continent was affected by the bombings of 1942
and 1943.
Price:

$25.50

310152

Nominal Specifications: 1 x 50c | CuNi | 15.55 g | 31.51 mm | uncirculated | unlimited | W. Pietranik
2 x 20c | CuNi | 11.30 g | 28.52 mm | uncirculated | unlimited | A. Baggio

310152
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ANIMALS OF THE
ZOO SERIES
2012 $1 Colour Printed Coins
The last two coins from the Animals of the Zoo
six coin series are now available! These coins feature
the Orang-utan and Goodfellow’s Tree Kangaroo
respectively.
The Orang-utan is the largest tree-dwelling mammal in
the world and shares 97% of our DNA. The Goodfellow’s
Tree Kangaroo is an endangered species which lives in
mountainous forests and can leap to the ground from
heights of more than 18 metres.
This collection is bright and appealing with
interesting information about the animals on the
back of the presentation card. This is the first time the
Royal Australian Mint has made Australian currency
featuring exotic animals.

Orang-utan

310126

Goodfellow’s Tree Kangaroo

310129

Southern Corroboree Frog

310120

Sumatran Tiger

310123

Western Lowland Gorilla

310117

Asian Elephant

310114

All priced at
310129

310114
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310120

310117

310123

310126

$15.00 each

Nominal Specifications:
$1 | AlBr | 9.00 g | 25.00 mm | colour printed frosted uncirculated | unlimited | A. Baggio

australia remembers

Merchant Navy
2012 20c Uncirculated Coin

The Australia Remembers series recognises those who
have made history beyond the battlefields. In 2012 we
pay tribute to the Australian Merchant Navy, which has
played an essential role in supporting Australian forces
on battlefields around the world.
Merchant mariners are a country’s lifeline,
transporting essential supplies through wartime
and peace. During World War Two, the Merchant
Navy suffered a higher rate of casualties than any of
the armed forces. Their courage and commitment
has been honoured with memorials and service
medals, and now by the Royal Australian Mint.

310131

2012 Australia Remembers –
Merchant Navy
Price: $8.00
310131
Nominal Specifications: 20c | CuNi | 11.30 g | 28.52 mm | uncirculated | unlimited | W. Pietranik

Still Available

2011 Australia Remembers –
War Historians
Price: $6.95
310030
Nominal Specifications: 20c | CuNi | 11.30 g | 28.52 mm | uncirculated | unlimited | W. Pietranik

310030
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The Royal Australian Mint’s 2012 Wheat Sheaf Dollar
pays homage to the pre-decimal Australian ‘Wheat
Sheaf’ threepence. The Wheat Sheaf design, created by
George Kruger Gray, was used in circulation from 1938
until 1964. This design continues the focus on our rural
industries and Australian pre-decimal currency which
began with the 2011 Ram’s Head Dollar release.

2012 $1 Silver Proof ‘C’ Mintmark Coin
– Wheat Sheaf Dollar
210087

Price:

$55.00

210087

Nominal Specifications: $1 | Ag 99.9% | 11.66 g | 25.00 mm | proof | 12 500 | George Kruger Gray

2012 $1 Uncirculated Four Coin
Mintmark and Privy Mark Set (C,S,B,M)
Price:

$19.00

310105

Nominal Specifications: $1 | AlBr | 9.00 g | 25.00 mm | uncirculated | unlimited | George Kruger Gray

310105
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2012 Australian Wheat – Two Coin
Proof Set & Two Coin Uncirculated Set
Since the early days of settlement, wheat has played an
important role in Australia’s agricultural history. Fields
of golden wheat can be found across the breadth of
Australia, and it is an industry that contributes billions
of dollars to our nation’s economy.

210096

Our Australian Wheat coins reflect the outstanding
contribution that wheat has made, and will continue
to make, to Australia’s agricultural and economic
development.
The cultivation and harvest of wheat are central to the
design of the $1 coin, while the 20c piece has been
influenced by the historic wheat sheaf penny design
which appeared on Australia’s pre-decimal currency.

2012 Proof Set

$53.00

310092

210096

Mintage: 25 000 | Designer: W. Pietranik

2012 Uncirculated Set

$19.00

310092

Mintage: 40 000 | Designer: W. Pietranik

210096

310092
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In 2012, Australia celebrates the Year of the Farmer.
We have farmers to thank for our food and natural
fibres. This $1 uncirculated coin design displays
the diversity of Australia’s farming communities,
showcasing farming across the broad spectrum of
agribusiness from fruit orchards to fields of wheat, from
sheep to cattle farming, and everything in between.
Price:
310144

$13.50

310144

Nominal Specifications: $1 | AlBr | 9.00 g | 25.00 mm | uncirculated | unlimited | W. Pietranik

310163

“Co-operatives are a reminder to the international
community that it is possible to pursue both economic
viability and social responsibility”—United Nations
Voluntary, democratic, independent and self-sufficient,
the co-operative business model has been a major
factor in realising economic growth and social
development. Since the 1850s, they have been a part of
Australia’s socio-economic landscape, employing locals
and redistributing profits back into local communities.
We celebrate the role that co-operatives play in our
communities with this commemorative $1 coin.
Price:

$13.50

310163

Nominal specifications: $1 | AlBr | 9.00 g | 25.00 mm | uncirculated | unlimited | A. Baggio
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2012 six coin
year sets
2012 Six Coin Proof Set
Selectively Gold Plated 50c Coin Edition

210080

The superior skills of the craftspeople of the Royal
Australian Mint are on show again with the spectacular
selectively gold plated 50c piece, only available as a
part of this year’s Six Coin Proof Set.
Price:

$130.00

210080

Mintage: 50 000 | Designer: S. Devlin

2012 Six Coin Uncirculated Set
Hyper-metallic Printed 50c Coin Edition
The detail in our Australian 50c piece has never
been so apparent than in this year’s hyper-metallic
uncirculated edition. Only available as a part of the
2012 Uncirculated Set.
Price:

$32.50

310080

Mintage: 100 000 | Designer: S. Devlin

310080
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2012 Australian
Wedding Coin Collection
If you feel uneasy just giving cash at a wedding,
then this set may just be the solution. The Australian
Wedding Coin Collection can be personalised, and
helps to bridge the gap between modern and cultural
traditions.
Price:

$145.00

210073

2012 Baby Set

210073

Dot and the Kangaroo
310095

The Dot and the Kangaroo Proof Set is now available.
Give your new addition the gift to last a lifetime
from the Royal Australian Mint. Based on the classic
children’s book by Ethel Pedley.

2012 Baby Set Australian Proof Coins
Price:

$125.00

210093

Mintage: Unlimited

2012 Baby Set Australian Uncirculated Coins
Ethel Pedley is immortalised on the uncirculated
$1 coin in this colourfully packaged set.
Price:

$45.00

310095

Mintage: Unlimited | $1 Coin & Medallion Designer: A. Baggio

210093
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Please note: For full nominal specifications of these products,
visit our website at www.ramint.gov.au

Royal
Collection up to date?

Is your

710003

Royal Collection Album
Price: $80.00 710003
(no coins included)

Coins of the Commonwealth
Price: $35.00 310079
(collection folder and coins)

Diamond Jubilee
2012 50c Fine Silver Proof Coin
Price:

$80.00

310079

210072

Nominal Specifications: 50c | Ag | 99.9% | 18.24 g | 31.51 mm | proof | 10 000 | S. Devlin

2012 50c Uncirculated Coin
Price:

$9.00

310078

Nominal Specifications: 50c | CuNi | 15.55 g | 31.51 mm | uncirculated | unlimited | S. Devlin
210072

Royal Engagement & Royal Wedding

310078

2011 50c Royal Collection SGP Two Coin Set
Price:

$175.00

210057

Nominal Specifications: 2x 50c | Ag 99.9% | 18.24 g | 31.51 mm |
selectively gold plated | 10 000 | S. Devlin & V. Gottwald

2010 50c Royal Engagement Uncirculated Coin
Price:

$8.95

310070

210057

310070

Nominal Specifications: 50c | CuNi | 15.55 g | 31.51 mm | uncirculated | unlimited | S. Devlin

2011 $5 Queen’s Visit Uncirculated Coin
Price:

$20.00

310097

Nominal Specifications: $5 | AlZnBr | 20.00 g | 38.74 mm | uncirculated | unlimited | W. Pietranik
310097
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have you missed…
210050

2012 Kangaroo Series – Mareeba Rock-wallaby
2012 $1 Silver Proof Coin
Price:

$100.00

210050

Nominal Specifications: $1 | Ag 99.9% | 1 oz | 40.00 mm | proof | 20 000 | W. Pietranik

2012 $1 Silver Frosted Uncirculated Coin
Price:

$87.00

310047

310047

Nominal Specifications: $1 | Ag 99.9% | 1 oz | 40.00 mm | frosted uncirculated | 20 000 | W. Pietranik
210062

2012 Year of the Dragon – Lunar Series
2012 $10 Gold Proof Coin
Price:

$360.00

210062

Nominal specifications: $10 | Au 99.99% | 1/10 oz | 17.53 mm | proof | 2500 | V. Gottwald

2012 $1 Silver Proof Coin
Price:

$55.00

210064

Nominal specifications: $1 | Ag 99.9% | 11.66 g | 25.00 mm | proof | 10 000 | V. Gottwald

2012 $1 Uncirculated Coin
Price:

$13.50

210064

310076

Nominal specifications: $1 | AlBr | 9.00 g | 25.00 mm | uncirculated | unlimited | V. Gottwald

We still have limited stock of Year of the Rabbit
2011 $1 Uncirculated Coin
Price:

$12.95

803467

Nominal Specifications: $1 | AlBr | 9.00 g | 25.00 mm | uncirculated | unlimited | V. Gottwald
310076

803467
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these products still available!
310089

50 years of Triple Zero (000) Emergency Call Service
2011 50c Uncirculated Coin
Price:

$10.00

310089

Nominal specifications: 50c | CuNi | 15.55 g | 31.51 mm | pad printed | uncirculated | unlimited | W.Pietranik

Remembrance Day

310100

2011 $5 Frosted Uncirculated Coin
Price:

$25.00

310100

Nominal specifications: $5 | AlZnBr | 20.00 g | 38.74 mm | frosted uncirculated | unlimited | A. Baggio

100 Years of Census
2011 $1 Uncirculated Coin
Price:

$12.95

310086

310086

Nominal Specifications: $1 | AlBr | 9.00 g | 25.00 mm | uncirculated | unlimited

Inspirational Australian Series
2011 $1 Uncirculated Coin – Dame Joan Sutherland
Price:

$12.95

310074

Nominal Specifications: $1 | AlBr | 9.00 g | 25.00 mm | uncirculated | unlimited

310074
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what you might have missed…
310146

Australian Open Series
2012 $1 Uncirculated Men’s Trophy Coin
Price:

$15.00

310146

2012 $1 Uncirculated Women’s Trophy Coin
Price:

$15.00

310165

Nominal Specifications: $1 | AlBr | 9.00 g | 25.00 mm | uncirculated | unlimited | W. Pietranik
310165

Air Series
2011 $1 Colour Printed Coin – Crimson Rosella
Price:

$14.95

310053

310053
310062

2011 $1 Colour Printed Coin – Kookaburra
Price:

$14.95

310062

2011 $1 Colour Printed Coin – Major Mitchell Cockatoo
Price:

$14.95

310056

2011 $1 Colour Printed Coin – Sacred Kingfisher
Price:

$14.95

310065

2011 $1 Colour Printed Coin – Cairns Birdwing Butterfly
Price:

$14.95

310059

2011 $1 Colour Printed Coin – Grey-headed Flying-fox
Price:

$14.95

310068

Nominal Specifications: $1 | AlBr | 9.00 g | 25.00 mm | uncirculated | unlimited | C. Goodall
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310059

310068

310065

310056

complete your collection
210013

Australian Wool
2011 Two Coin Proof Year Set
Price:

$45.00

210013

Nominal Specifications: $1 | AlBr | 9.00 g | 25.00 mm | proof | no more than 25 000 | V. Gottwald
20c | CuNi | 11.30 g | 28.52 mm | proof | no more than 25 000 | V. Gottwald

2011 Two Coin Uncirculated Set
Price:

$15.00

310011

Nominal Specifications: $1 | AlBr | 9.00 g | 25.00 mm | uncirculated | no more than 40 000 | V. Gottwald
20c | CuNi | 11.30 g | 28.52 mm | uncirculated | no more than 40 000 | V. Gottwald

PNC Sets
2010 Centenary of Girl Guides PNC
Price:

$14.95

9910865

2012 10th Anniversary of the International Year of Volunteers PNC
Price:

$15.95

99108698
310011

2012 International Year of Co-operatives PNC
Price:

$15.95

801443

2012 The Presidents Cup PNC
Price:

$15.95

9910865

801440

2012 Australian Open Ready? Play PNC
Price:

$29.95

801400

801443
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off the

presses
The calendar for the next six months has
officially been launched with our 2013
‘Show our Hand’ product card pack. There
will be more information to come in future
Mint Issues, but these cards will give you
an idea of what is ahead with product
highlights from the first half of our 2013
collection. We have also designed a pack of
Royal Australian Mint playing cards, which
match the 'Show Our Hand' card release.
These cards will be available free with any
mail order purchase of $50 or more placed
between 1 September 2012 and 31 October
2012 (or while stocks last).
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In other news, we are spring cleaning our
customer service database here at the
Royal Australian Mint. If it has been a while
since we have heard from you, this may be
your last Mint Issue!
If you have not made a purchase with us
in the last 18 months, we will no longer
be sending you the Mint Issue. Not sure
if you’ve made a purchase in the last
18 months? No need to panic! We will
still continue to send Mint Issue to Mint
Legends Members. Mint Legends is a new
loyalty program that is replacing Collection
by Selection, and will be more accessible
to a wider range of our collectors. Please
check the back page of this Mint Issue for
more details about Mint Legends.

from the

vault
Internment Camp Tokens
As societal tensions increased due to the steady beat of
World War Two settling over Europe, Australian citizens who
had previously emigrated from Germany, Italy and other
axis-linked countries were removed to Internment Camps.
They were subsequently joined by Japanese internees as
well as prisoners of war and internees transported from the
Middle East, Pacific Islands and other countries involved in
the various theatres of war across the world. Those that
weren’t sent to internment camps were stationed at
various farming stations across Australia and tasked
with helping rural communities aid the war effort.
The Australian Defence Force ordered the closing of
all civilian-based canteen operations in September
1941 and the task was taken over by the Australian
Defence Canteen Service who, with the approval
of the Australian Army, issued five tokens for use in
Internment Camps during World War II. The five shillings,
two shillings and penny denominations were struck by
Australian contractors, R. Arendeen & Sons Pty Ltd, in
Malvern, Victoria, while the shilling and threepence were
struck by K. G. Luke & Co. Pty Ltd in Fitzroy, Victoria.
These tokens were especially designed so that they could not
be used outside the camp area, which in turn meant that they
could not aid the escape of any prisoners from the camp. At
the end of the war these tokens were withdrawn and remelted
by the authorities as their circulation would be a contravention
of the Commonwealth Coinage Act. A number of these were
souvenired by officials, army personnel and even prisoners and
today they are eagerly sought by collectors of Australiana.
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Mint Legends
Being a Mint Legends Member turns everyday shopping
at the Mint into an exciting world of extra rewards
and special offers. Imagine earning rewards just for
shopping as you normally do! You'll always be among
the first to know about the latest releases, newest
products and most exclusive events.
Why is it called ‘Legends’?
In numismatic circles, a ‘legend’ is the inscription
around an edge of a coin which conveys important
information about the coin’s production. Mint Legends
Members will be encouraged to do the same by
providing us with important feedback to help improve
our products and services.
Spend
over…

What do I get?
As a Member you'll receive your Mint Issue first, regular
updates which will be jam packed with new releases
and news, access to unique Mint experiences and
events. All this before you’ve spent a single cent! And
every month you make a purchase you will also receive
automatic entry into that month's prize draw.
How much does it cost to join?
It costs you nothing to join and only a few minutes to
sign-up. And to enjoy even more benefits, all you have
to do is shop!

Get access to exclusive
made-to-order low
mintage coins

First chance at special
event coins/tokens at
event prices

3
3
3
3

3
3
3

$150
$500
$1000
$5000

How to

SIGN UP?

Receive a $250
voucher

3
3

3

Either tick the box on your mail order form, visit our website www.ramint.gov.au
or contact our friendly Call Centre team on 1300 652 020.

NB: Coins shown in this catalogue are not actual size unless stated.
All prices are inclusive of GST. For full nominal coin specifications
please visit our website. All products are subject to availability.
All new April coin releases will also be available to purchase from
the Mint Coin Shop from 8.30 am on 3 September 2012, unless
otherwise stated in Mint Issue.
Abbreviations:
Unc – Uncirculated
Frunc – Frosted Uncirculated
Circ – Circulated
SGP – Selectively Gold Plated

Receive a $50 voucher

Royal Australian Mint
1300 652 020 8.30 am to 5.00 pm Mon – Fri AEST (cost of local call Australia-wide)
International Tel: +61 2 6202 6800
Fax: +61 2 6202 6953
Mail: Royal Australian Mint, Locked Bag 31, Kingston ACT 2604, Australia
Website and E-shop: www.ramint.gov.au
Contact details:

Tel:
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